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International Bibliography of Historical Sciences
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Gallica offers the volumes covering 1926 to 1939 for free



• The IBOHS was founded in 1930 by the International 

Committee of Historical Sciences

• Until 1995, there was a collaboration with the

UNESCO.

Background
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• The bibliography is edited by Massimo Mastrogregori, 

supported by an international advisory board. 

• Usually there is a delay of four years between the

reporting period and the publication date

• De Gruyter pays for editorial costs



The raison d'être of the IBOHS as lined out in the preface of
the first volume, p. x (1930) 
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The IBOHS today as outlined in the most recent

volume:

It is a

• „general bibliography comprehending the whole 

field of historical sciences”;
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• it collects the “essential facts of historical 

production throughout the world”;

• it is a „selective and descriptive bibliography“;

• it describes works which “make an obvious 

contribution to general history or to the solution of 

current problems”;

• “the scheme has been revised only in details”



Structure of the IBOHS

• Auxiliary Sciences

• Manuals, General Works 

and Works on Large Periods

• Prehistory

• The Ancient East

• History of the Middle Ages

• Modern History, General Works 

Modern Religious History

• History of Modern Culture

• Modern Economic and Social History
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• The Ancient East

• Greek History

• History of Rome, Ancient Italy ‚and

the Roman Empire

• Early History of the Church 

to Gregory the Great

• Byzantine History

• Modern Economic and Social History

• Modern Legal and Constitutional 

History

• History of International Relations

• Asia

• Africa

• America

• Oceania



Assets of the bibliography:

• Representing the most relevant  titles for the main

subject areas in the historical sciences.

• Giving an interesting overview what was deemed
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• Giving an interesting overview what was deemed

of high importance for the progress of the

discipline.

• Collection of bibliographic entries along the lines

of a consistent approach over a period of around

80 years (1926-2006).



Given there were a database of IBOHS – what
would we need to transform it into a powerful 
bibliographic instrument?

• A common interface with other historical
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• A common interface with other historical

bibliographies?

• Interfaces with other bibliographies , e.g. 

biographical portals?

• Full-text linking?

• What about Open Access?



Thank you for your attention.
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